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Summary 
 
Here, we present a case study of fracture detection using 
3D P-wave seismic data from the Sichuan Basin in 
Southwest China. A major aspect of this study is the 
integration of outcrop, core and wireline logs with seismic 
data for reducing the uncertainties in the seismic results. To 
guide seismic data analysis, a physical modeling study is 
also carried out to compare the use of different P-wave 
seismic attributes and different analysis techniques. The 
target is a gas reservoir buried at about 1700m depth, and 
the reservoir rocks are tight sandstones with an average 
porosity of only about 2%. Fractures are the main fluid 
pathways. Analysis of core and log data from 21 boreholes 
reveals that there are two major sets of fractures in the 
study area striking northeast and northwest, respectively, 
with an average linear fracture density of about one fracture 
every two meters.  We have processed and analyzed 50km2 
of 3D P-wave seismic data in order to evaluate the fracture 
characteristics between the boreholes. The seismic data is 
of average quality. Nevertheless with carefully-calibrated 
processing, the final fracture orientation and intensity maps 
estimated from the amplitude attributes compare reasonably 
well with the regional pattern in the area, and the seismic 
results at the well locations are consistent with the borehole 
results. The physical modeling study provides a good 
benchmark for the selected seismic attributes.  
   
Introduction 
 
The use of seismic anisotropy in 3D P-wave seismic data 
for characterizing fractured reservoirs has gradually gained 
the acceptance of the hydrocarbon industry (Lynn 2004), 
and there has been a consistent increase in the number of 
studies reported in the literature (e.g. MacBeth and Li 1999, 
Gray et al. 2002, Li et. al. 2003, and amongst others). 
Fractures are often critical for ensuring economic oil and 
gas production in tight formations of otherwise low 
permeability. 
 
Here, we present a case study of fracture detection using 
wide-azimuth 3D P-wave seismic data from the Sichuan 
Basin in Southwest China. The Sichuan Basin is one of the 
major gas-producing provinces in China. The target 
formation is naturally fractured Jurassic sandstone buried at 
depths from 1700m to 2420m. The thickness of the 
reservoir rock varies from 570m to 720m and it is 
distributed in an area of about 170km2, forming an anticline 

(Figure 1).  The purpose of the study is to identify zones of 
high fracture density with gas accumulation for future well 
planning.  
 
A major aspect of this study is the integration of outcrop, 
core and log data with seismic data for reducing the 
uncertainties in the seismic method. The seismic data are of 
average quality compared with similar datasets from other 
areas, and borehole-calibrated data analysis is critical to 
obtain reliable results from the seismic data. Another aspect 
of this study is the use of physical modeling to guide 
seismic data analysis. We have acquired an equivalent of 
20km2 of 3D P-wave physical modeling data in order to 
compare the use of different P-wave seismic attributes and 
different analysis techniques for fracture detection.  
 

 
Figure 1. Target structure map and borehole locations. The bars 
indicated the relative fracture density and three un-shaded green 
bars (BM6, BQ110 and SH2) are within the seismic data area. 
 
 
Outcrop study 
 
A basic and direct way to investigate the fracture 
characteristics is through outcrop mapping. There exist 
several good sites of outcrop analogues to the Jurassic 
sandstone in the study area. We have carried out two 
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surveys of outcrop mapping in the area. There are two main 
types of fractures in the reservoirs as indicated from the 
outcrop analysis. One is structure-related and stress-
induced fractures formed during structural movement, and 
the other is formed through deformation during physical 
diagenesis. The structure-related fractures are usually at the 
meter scale (Figure 2). These fractures are widespread and 
often regularly distributed in the Jurassic section. Their 
dominant trend is along the structural anticline. 
 

 
Figure 2. Typical outcrop and core samples. 
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Figure 3. Sample image logs (FMI). 

 

 
Figure 4. Fracture orientation from core and log data. 

 
Core and log data analysis 
 
We have analyzed cores from 21 boreholes and imaging 
logs (FMI) from nine boreholes in the study area, and the 
total length of cores is about 640m. Figures 2 and 3 show 
some typical core samples and image logs. Fractures can be 
clearly identified in both the cores and imaging logs. Table 
1 lists the fracture parameters obtained from core and log 
data analysis from selected boreholes, and it is seen that 
there is a good correlation between the number of fractures 
and the gas production. Two sets of fractures can also be 

identified from cores and logs striking at about NE and NW 
respectively (Figure 4). Fractures with both low and high 
angle dips can be observed, and the high angle fractures 
(more than 700 dip) are distributed more regularly and with 
higher density than the low angle fractures. 
 

Well 

# 

Core 
length 

(m) 

Fracture 
density 

(# / m) 

Depth 

(m) 

Gas 

prod. 

(x104m3/d) 

BM 6 52.39 0.67 1776-1847 1.01 

BM 11 35.24 1.66 2405-2245 1.241 

BQ 110 24.72 0.72 1827-1834 8.48 

BM2 6.7 0.16 2251-2388 Dry 

SH 2 82.1 0.18 2643-2583 Dry 

Table 1. Core fracture density and gas production from 
selected boreholes. 
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Figure 5. Physical modeling study showing variations of P-
wave residual moveout with azimuth in azimuthally sorted 
supergathers. Note that the top event of the fractured layer is 
properly flattened, but the bottom event shows azimuthal 
variations of residual moveout. 
 
Directional P-wave response 
 
To guide our seismic data analysis, we first construct a 
physical model and acquire 3D seismic data in a laboratory 
experiment to verify and understand the effects of 
anisotropy on P-wave traveltime and amplitude. The base 
model consists of three horizontal layers. The first and third 
layers are constructed from the same material (epoxylite) 
and are believed to be isotropic. The second layer is 
constructed from a special industrial material and is 
believed to be azimuthally anisotropic with fracture density 
about 0.2. There are also two built-in geological features 
inside the fractured layer. One is a dome, and the other is a 
fault block, consisting of a normal and a vertical fault. On 
top of the base model, a water layer is added to speed up  
acquisition, and a 3D dataset equivalent to 20 km2 was 
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acquired in a water tank. The physical modeling confirms 
that the P-wave seismic attributes, such as traveltime, 
velocity and reflected wave amplitude vary with azimuth, 
diagnostic of fracture-induced anisotropy (Figure 5).  

Choices of attributes 
 
Analysis of the physical modeling dataset reveals that full-
azimuth surface fitting is preferred to the narrow-azimuth 
stacking method which appears to be influenced by the 
acquisition foot print and structural imprint. Among the 
four attributes, the amplitude is the most sensitive attribute.  
For even a small offset-depth ratio (offset/depth = 0.6), 
fracture parameters can still be determined quite accurately 
from the amplitude attributes (Figure 6a). However, the 
presence of a small amount of noise will significantly 
distort the results even with sufficient offset coverage 
(offset/depth = 2.0, Figure 6b). Therefore, to use the 
amplitude attribute, it is more important to reduce noise and 
preserve amplitude than to increase offset coverage. 

 
Azimuthal attribute analysis (3A) 
 
We utilize the concept of azimuthal attribute analysis (3A) 
for characterizing the fracture orientation and density from 
P-wave seismic data (Li et al. 2003, Hall and Kendall 
2003). In practice, two methods are often employed to 
extract the fracture information: full-azimuth surface fitting 
and narrow-azimuth stacking. The first method fits an 
elliptical surface to data from all available azimuths and 
offsets by a least-square fitting technique. The second 
method divides the data into a number of narrow-azimuth 
volumes; here we choose nine 20o (-10o to 10o) azimuthal 
bins over the 180o range. Corresponding to these two 
methods, there are mainly four seismic attributes which 
may be used to extract the fracture information, including 
velocity, traveltime, amplitude, and AVO (amplitude 
versus offset) gradient. The surface fitting method is 
applicable to the amplitude and traveltime attributes, whilst 
the narrow-azimuth stacking method is applicable to the 
velocity and AVO gradient attributes (Li et al. 2003).  

 
The use of traveltime attributes requires sufficient offset 
coverage to allow the azimuthal variation to develop 
sufficiently. As shown in Figure 6d, for an offset-depth 
ratio of 2.0, the magnitude of azimuthal variation due to 
anisotropy exceeds that due to structural variations, so the 
structural imprint is significantly reduced. However, for 
insufficient offset coverage (offset/depth < 1.0), the results 
will be heavily influenced by the structural imprint (Figure 
6c).  
  
Field data analysis and results 

(a) Amplitude: x/z ≤0.6 
 

(b) Amplitude: x/z ≤2.0 
 

(c) Traveltime: x/z ≤1.0 (d) Traveltime: x/z ≤2.0 
Figure 6.  Comparison of results for the physical modeling data in 
Figure 3: (a) and (b) for top amplitudes and (c) and (d) for interval 
traveltime. x/z indicates the offset-depth ratio to the target.  

 
We have selected 50km2 of 3D P-wave seismic data for 
characterizing the fractures between the boreholes. There 
are three wells within the seismic data areas: BM6, BQ110, 
and SH2, as marked in Figure 1 with unshaded green bars. 
The analysis is carried out in three stages: (1) data 
inspection and pre-processing including three key steps - 
surface-consistent static correction, surface-consistent 
amplitude corrections and noise attenuation, (2) test 
processing of part of the 3D dataset (about 10km2) using 
both narrow-azimuth stacking and full-azimuth surface 
fitting, and (3) full-field data analysis. 
 
Figure 7 shows a stacked section passing through well 
BM6. The data quality is below average, although 
continuous horizons can be identified from the data. The 
target horizons are marked in the section. The stacked 
volume is used to produce a horizon file for aiding prestack 
picking. The analysis procedure for fracture detection 
includes two runs. The first run is for test purposes, and we 
select the four attributes (e.g. travel time and amplitude as 
well as the derived velocity and AVO gradient) for 
comparison. This requires automatically picking the travel 
times and amplitudes of the target events through the 
prestack volume. For this data, static correction is critical 
for aligning the events for horizon picking. After the test 
run, we find that the traveltime-related attributes as well as 
the AVO gradient are less reliable for this dataset. Instead,  
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the results from the analysis of the amplitude of the top 
target event are reasonable. This is partly due to the fact 
that the offset-depth ratio of the data is less than 1.0, as 
indicated in the physical modeling study in Figure 6. In the 
second run, we focus on the use of the amplitude attribute. 
The final results are shown in Figure 8, where the color 
contour shows the fracture density and short lines indicate 
the fracture orientation.  The seismic results agree very well 
with the borehole results at the three well locations, and can 
also be correlated with the gas production (Table 1). 
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Conclusions 
 
We have performed an integrated study of fracture 
characterization using P-wave seismic data. The work 
includes outcrop study, core and log analysis as well as 
processing and interpretation of 3D seismic data. The data 
are relative noisy, and the analysis is guided by physical 
modelling and borehole-calibrated processing. Analysis of 
the physical modeling reveals that a sufficiently large 
offset-depth ratio (at least 1.0) is required for the use of 
traveltime attributes; only the amplitude attribute may have 
sufficient sensitivity to resolve the fracture parameters for 
smaller offset-depth ratios around 0.6. The final fracture 
parameters predicted from the seismic data are consistent 
with the borehole and outcrop data, and can be correlated 
with the gas production in the study area. The focal point of 
this work is the integration of various studies for improving 
the reliability of the seismic method. 

 
 

 
Figure 7. A stacked section passing through borehole BM6. The 
two lines mark the target. 
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Figure 8.  Fracture orientation and density from the 3D data in 
Figure 7. 
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